Abstract-An emerging class of neuroprosthetic devices aims to provide aggressive performance by integrating more complicated signal processing hardware into the neural recording system with a large amount of electrodes. However, the traditional parallel structure duplicating one neural signal processor (NSP) multiple times for multiple channels takes a heavy burden on chip area. The serial structure sequentially switching the processing task between channels requires a bulky memory to store neural data and may has a long processing delay. In this paper, a memory hierarchy of systolic array buffer is proposed to support signal processing interleavingly channel by channel in cycle basis to match up with the data flow of the optimized multiple-channel frontend interface circuitry. The NSP can thus be tightly coupled to the analog frontend interface circuitry and perform signal processing for multiple channels in real time without any bulky memory. Based on our previous one-channel NSP of NEUSORT1.0 [1], the proposed memory hierarchy is realized on NEUSORT2.0 for a 16-channel neural recording system. Compared to 16 of NEUSORT1.0, NEUSORT2.0 demonstrates a 81.50% saving in terms of area×power factor.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent research field of neuroprosthetics has demonstrated that monkeys and human can move computer cursors and robotic arms directly by thought. These proof-of-concept laboratory demonstrations motivate the development of a wireless implantable neural prosthesis that will reduce the surgical infection risk and enable the free movement of test subjects by eliminating chronic transcutaneous connectors and bulky host computers. In such an approach, frontend integrated neural signal processors detecting spike events, extracting features, classifying individual neurons, and decoding inherent meaning can significantly reduce the data bandwidth and is a key to enable such wireless neuroprosthetic device [2] , [3] .
Several state-or-art neural signal processing hardware along with the analog frontend interface circuitry have been proposed. In [4] , [5] , comparator-based spike detection modules are integrated with analog frontend interface circuitries in multiple-channel neural recording systems. However, it transmits the binary event streams of the detected neural events, and the significant loss of information limits the ability of classification and sorting of individual neuron signal sources. In [6] , a lossy wavelet transformation algorithm and the corresponding architecture are proposed. However, the data reduction ratio is small, and the effect of compression loss in sorting feasibility is still unknown. Recently, an emerging class of neuroprosthetic devices aims to provide aggressive performance by realizing more advanced signal processing algorithms in particular real-time spike sorting on chips. In [1] , a neural signal processor composed of nonlinear-energy-operator-based (NEO-based) spike detector [7] , a noise shaping programmable filter, and a maximum-minimum feature extraction engine is integrated in a 128-channel neural recording system. However, it can only support realtime processing on one of the 16 channels, which is still far from the expectation.
It is challenging to provide real-time low-latency signal processing hardware for spike sorting algorithms for multiple channels with low-power and small-area constraints in neuroprosthetic devices. To support multiple channels, the parallel structure is typically used by duplicating the basic processing units multiple times for multiple channels [4] - [6] . However, this approach will take a heavy burden in chip area by duplicating the powerful basic processing units supporting more complicated algorithms.
The folding technique that sequentially does data processing channel by channel on one hardware unit is possible since the modern fabrication processes allow us to drive hardware with more than thousand times of the frequency of the neural recording sampling rate. However, a sophisticated memory hierarchy and the corresponding processing schedule are essential in order to not increase the area and power burdens, and also meet the real-time and short latency requirements.
In this paper, based on the NEUSORT1.0-an one channel neural signal processor [1] , a systolic register array structure along with a channel-interleaving schedule is proposed to efficiently support multiple-channel neural signal processing with one processing unit. The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, the NEUSORT1.0 and the optimized interface of analog frontend interface circuitry for multiple channels are briefly reviewed, and the problems of parallel and serial structures are analyzed. In section III, the memory hierarchy of systolic buffer array structure is proposed along with the channel-interleaving schedule. Section IV presents the implementation results of NEUSORT2.0, a multiple-channel version of NEUSORT1.0, and Section V concludes this work.
II. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. NEUSORT1.0-One Channel Neural Signal Processor Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the one-channel neural signal processor [1] that has a 32-tap programmable noise shaping filter, a NEO-based spike detector [7] , and a maximum/minimum feature extraction engine. For the detailed algorithm description, please refer to [8] . The input are 9-bit serial neural samples from the analog frontend interface circuitry. The output data after the signal processing consist of 64 bits of three features and timing information of the spike events. Each spike is processed, encoded and sent out on-the-fly within 41 cycles (1.025msec, the processing delay time between the peak sample of a spike event input to the hardware and the last feature score output from the hardware).
During the initial configuration, 32 9-bit filter coefficients for noise shaping operation and a 16-bit threshold value for spike detection are programmed into the coefficient register array. These values can be trained off-chip based on few minutes of initial recordings. During the regular operation, the neural samples are serially input cycle by cycle and shifted forward in the serial-to-parallel register array. After 39 cycles of the data fetch latency, this register array is fully filled with a moving segment of neural waveform for the following signal processing.
There are three processing units-NEO-based spike detector, noise shaping filter, and max-min feature extractor. The spike detector and noise shaping filter are operated in cycle basis. Spike detector calculates the energy function for the latest 7 samples of neural waveform inside the register array every cycle. Once the result reaches the threshold at the peak of the convex curve, a find-spike-event signal will be fired. The noise shaping filter takes the rest 32 neural samples and outputs one filtered result after the convolution between neural samples and the filtering coefficients. This filter serves a two-folded purpose. First, it is used as the band-pass filter to reject the low-frequency noise and high-frequency thermal noise. Second, the filter outputs the derivative of the spike waveforms for the following feature extraction. The feature extraction engine is operated in event basis. If a spike event is recognized, the feature generation engine is reset and then continuously monitor the maximum and minimum values from the filtered spike samples in the next 32 cycles. During these 32 cycles, the intermediary results of maximum and minimum values of the detected spike event are stored in the feature buffer. The final feature scores along with event timing information are packed and output through the coder&packer. These procedures, including detection, filtering, feature extraction, and coding, are operated in parallel to meet the real-time requirement. 
B. Analog Frontend Interface Circuitry
An analog frontend interface circuitry of neural recording systems is generally composed of three main partspre-amplifier, analog filter, and analog to digital converter (ADC). In order to optimize the trade-off between power consumption and chip area, an ADC and part of amplifier are usually shared by multiple channels. The output are the channel-interleavingly time-multiplexed serial data as shown in Fig. 2 . In this paper, the frontend interface circuitry with 16 channel per ADC [9] is used as the optimal case in our integrated mixed-signal system.
C. Serial and Parallel Structures for Multiple Channels
Two basic system structures, parallel and serial, are investigated and compared. Figure 3 shows the parallel structure. In order to support multiple channels, multiple neural signal processors along with their one-channel analog frontend interface circuitries are used in parallel. This structure may have the smallest power consumption, because there is no additional data buffering requirement. However, it has a large burden on chip area for both analog interface and digital processing hardware.
Based on the optimized multiple-channel analog frontend interface circuitry described in Section. II-B, a serial structure and the correspond schedule is shown in Fig. 4 . The neural data are output interleavingly channel by channel from the optimized multiple-channel analog frontend interface circuitry and buffered in a memory in order to rearrange the data order for the following processing requirement. During the data processing, the processor is locked by the selected channel, and the corresponding neural data are read sequentially from the memory. Several latency cycles are required to pre-load data in the serial-to-parallel register array (39 cycles in our case). This latency happens every time when the processor switches from one channel to another. In order to increase the hardware utilization, the channel switching rate should be low. The processor should be locked by one channel as long as possible. As the result, a prohibitively large memory is required for the data rearrangement. In this structure, the power consumption is increased because of an addition buffering requirement for the rearrangement. The chip area may be even larger because of the bulk memory, and the processing latency will become longer.
III. NEUSORT2.0-MULTI-CHANNEL NEURAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR

A. Proposed Systolic Array Buffer and Channel-Interleaving Processing Schedule
In order to have a small power consumption and chip area, a systolic array buffer and the corresponding channelinterleaving processing schedule are proposed to efficiently support multiple-channel signal processing with one neural signal processor. The idea is to do signal processing interleavingly channel by channel in cycle basis to match up with the data flow of the optimized multiple-channel frontend interface circuitry described in Section II-B. Figure 5 (a) shows the systolic array buffer for the input neural data. In this case, the processing unit processes a segment of spike waveforms in parallel within one cycle. There are 16 rows of registers to store the spike waveforms for 16 channels. Every cycle, the data shift forward in parallel according to the arrows shown in Figure 5 (a) . An example of the data flow is shown in Fig. 6 . The "s01-39" means the 39th neural sample of channel #01. In Fig. 6 (a) , "s01-39" is output from the analog frontend interface circuitry to the systolic array. The 1st to 39th neural samples of channel #01 are output from the systolic array to the processing unit for signal processing. At this cycle, the processor is locked by channel #01. At the next cycle, the spike sample of the next channel, "s02-39", is output from the analog frontend interface circuitry. The data in systolic array are shifted forward. As shown in Fig. 6 (b) , another 1st to 39th neural samples of channel #02 are output from the systolic array and processed by the processor. At this cycle, the processor is locked by channel #02. Figure 6 (c) summarizes the channel-interleavingly processing schedule. The neural data are interleavingly output channel by channel from analog frontend interface circuitry. With the proposed input systolic array buffer, the signal processing for different channels can also be scheduled interleavingly in cycle basis. In this way, the neural signal processor can be directly connected to the optimized analog frontend interface circuitry without any bulky memory. Figure 5 (b) shows another case of systolic array buffer to store the intermediary result output from the processing unit with the same channel-interleaving schedule. The processing unit here takes more than one cycle to finish the procedure. With the channel-interleaving schedule, the intermediary results are stored and shifted in the systolic array buffer. ... Every 16 cycles, this intermediary result is rotated back and processed with the new input data.
B. Overall Architecture
The overall architecture of NEUSORT2.0 are shown in Fig. 7 . The input are 9-bit channel-interleavingly timemultiplexed neural samples from the optimized multiplechannel analog frontend interface circuitry. The output data after the signal processing consist of 68 bits of three features, timing information, and the channel index of the spike events. The NEUSORT2.0 has exactly the same three processing units as NEUSORT1.0-a 32-tap programmable noise shaping filter, NEO-based spike detector, and maximum/minimum feature extraction engine. However, the data registers in the data path are replaced to the proposed systolic array buffers. The first systolic array buffer stores 16 segments of spike waveforms for the spike detection and noise shaping filter engines. The other systolic array buffer stores 16 sets of the intermediary maximum, minimum values, and time information for feature extraction engine.
In NEUSORT1.0, the operation frequency is 40 kHz that is the sampling rate of the neural signal. In NEUSORT2.0, because 16 times of data are input and processed, 640 kHz operation frequency is used. For each channel, the data are processed ones per 16 cycles. If there is a spike event fired in one channel, it requires 41×16 cycles to complete the detection, filtering, feature extraction, and coding procedures. Compared with NEUSORT1.0, because the hardware is driven by a 16-time faster operation frequency, the processing delay time is still 1.025 msec. After the system configuration, the neural samples are input interleavingly channel by channel and shifted in the systolic array buffer. It takes 39×16 latency cycles to preload the systolic array buffer. After this latency, the processor is continuously operated and automatically switched from channel to channel without any bubble and latency cycle. 100% hardware utilization is achieved.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
In order to have a fair comparison between the parallel structure and the proposed serial structure, we implement both NEUSORT1.0 and NEUSORT2.0 with .35 µm 2P4M process. Table I shows the gate count profile of NEU-SORT1.0. More than 70% of area is used for three processing units. Only 10% of area is used for the data buffer in the data path. If the parallel structure is adopted to support multiple channels, the area increases linearly with the channel number. With the proposed systolic array buffer and channelinterleaving schedule, 70% area of the processing units are reused with 100% hardware utilization. Only 10% area of storage buffer increases linearly with the channel number. In this way, a neural signal processor can support multiple channels with a very small area overhead. Table II shows the comparison between the usage of NEU-SORT2.0 and 16 of NEUSORT1.0s in a 16 channel neural recording system. With the systolic array buffer and channelinterleaving schedule, 82.74% chip area is saved. There is 8.2% power overhead for the systolic array buffer. Therefore, the totally saving is 81.50% if the power consumption and the chip area are jointly considered.
V. C ONCLUSION To design a high performance neural signal processor (NSPs) is challenging for multiple-channel neural recording systems. The parallel structure duplicating the NSPs takes a heavy burden on chip area, while the serial structure requires a bulky memory between the recording circuitry and NSP. In this paper, a memory hierarchy of systolic array buffer is proposed to support signal processing interleavingly channel by channel in cycle basis to match up with the data flow of the optimized multiple-channel frontend interface circuitry. Based on the one-channel NSP of NEUSORT1.0 [1] , the proposed memory hierarchy is realized on NEUSORT2.0, a 16-channel version of NEUSORT1.0. Compared to 16 of NEUSORT1.0, NEUSORT2.0 demonstrates a 81.50% saving in terms of area×power factor.
